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Although the W used components from the E-Class W , aesthetic based on the E-Class and had
a specification level higher than the E-Class, it was in fact based on the less expensive C-Class
W platform. In late for the model year, a facelift was launched which incorporated, among
others, a revised instrument cluster with a bigger multifunction display, steering wheel with
controls for the multifunction display and radio, Tiptronic automatic gearbox, revised bumpers
and new side skirts. Wing mirror-mounted turn signals were not implemented until for the year
model. This allowed it to reach up to 0. Although only a very few were built. The hardware list
includes super-stiff forged billet steel crankshaft, forged, weight-matched connecting rods and
pistons, lightweight AMG-specific chain-driven single overhead camshafts V8 one cam per
cylinder bank with two intake and one exhaust valves per cylinder, as well as 8 coil packs and
16 spark plugs two spark plugs per cylinder. The dual-resonance intake manifold with tuned
runners helps create optimized torque and power outputs by taking advantage of two resonant
frequencies to increase performance. The engine features a high compression ratio of The
five-speed automatic transmission It is fully adaptive and electronically controlled, and is a
stronger unit than that of the CLK Also a larger four-bolt driveshaft that's four inches in
diameter connects to a reinforced rear differential to keep all the extra power under control. The
four-wheel independent suspension is basically the same as the lesser CLK versions, but AMG
fits higher-rated springs, tighter shock valving, larger diameter anti-roll bars and stiffer
suspension bushings. The resulting firmer, more controlled ride is made even tighter by its
high-performance ZR-rated low-profile tires. The brakes have been enhanced as well. The huge
four-wheel discs are larger and thicker than the other CLKs, and the rear discs are specially
vented to enhance cooling. An anti-lock braking system ABS is standard, while Brake Assist
applies full braking force in panic stop faster than a driver could. It rides on AMG Monoblock
alloy wheels, 7. It shared only the instrumentation, front grille and the four headlamps with the
normal CLK C Production of the required 25 road cars began in winter of and finished in the
summer of At introduction, a 2. The following are the sales figures in Europe and in the United
States: [12] [13]. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Compact executive car
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Front-engine, rear-wheel-drive. Mercedes-Benz C-Class W V, X Musso FJ. Off-road vehicle.
Pickup truck. Musso Sports P W - W Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. CarFax missed a "Frame Damage" report that the auction house and all other
car-history sites accurately reported. I also have heard other negative reports about this "Mike"
Hammoudi sp? Dealer is cordial and friendly over the phone but never returns calls to give
updates. He wouldn't accept working with any of CarGurus' finance companies, and after
several weeks of trying to purchase one of his vehicles, I gave up and bought a car elsewhere.
I'd never buy a car from them or advise anyone to shop for a car there. Excellent
communications, fast response, very friendly environment, I love the vehicle, thank you for
showing me options, looking forward to do business with you. The check-in process to even
look at the cars is totally understaffed. I waited for 10 minutes while she waited on one
customer and there were still other people after him I ended up leaving cuz I don't have all day
to even assess a vehicle that you don't have pictures of on the website. I dealt with a great sales
person named Shanika. Very helpful salespeople. They made every effort to make sure I had the
best deal, and to get me into the vehicle I wanted. I'm very satisfied with my experience and
would definitely recommend Florida Fine Cars for your next vehicle purchase. Salesman was
nice but they never prepare the car for resale and he told me they taking the car to the auction.
No chance for me to buy it. So why advertised it if they never had the intent to sale it. Very
helpful and friendly. Quickly took care of any concerns. No pressure. Made the entire process
Smith and pleasant. Dealer was honest we me over the phone. Yes honest!! I decided this was
not the FJ I was looking for. Saved me a 70 mile trip. Dealer responded within the appropriate
time and the information requested was provided. Service was great the ppl there are very
helpful and friendly also great senses of humor made our car buying experience very pleasant.
Called dealer said I'd be there shorty, live about 20 minutes from lot. No show on dealer. Let
repeated messages on phone. Waited about an half hour, a gentleman Drove up to look at a car.
Dealer finally showed up and went straight to the man to ask if he needed help. I left. It was as
easy and fast process. Was there about an hour. Car seemed fine when I test drove it. I did ask
the guy if it had any mechanical issues. He stated no. This is why they get 1 star. Romeo called
me back and was very helpful! Even gave me a follow up email! Recommend Carz 4 Toys! Poor
customer service. Nobody came out to talk to me. They just told me to look for what I was
looking for. So I just took off. Great service with no pressure. Delivered on what they said and

provided a good car at a good price. It was good. By the this week's later Even though I didn't
buy the car his professionalism is remembered. I have never had a negative experience with
Dan Porter. The sales staff has been wonderful. Yeah, We ended up purchasing a vehicle here. I
was somewhat hesitant when we arrived. The premises is a little rough as far as vehicles being
jammed in a small area. However, this is a diamond in the rough. The folks that work there are
friendly and quite helpful. The vehicles that we looked at were a step above the used lots that
we had looked at in Beaumont. I say give them a chance if you need a used vehicle. Terrible
experience going there. Hummer I went to look at, they were pulling other cars out of mud with
it. Had mud all over truck and on floor mats. And upon close inspection of Hummer, it would not
past state inspection! We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Mercedes-Benz
Dealer. Negotiable 94, mi. Private Seller: Kevin. CarGurus Pay. Image Not Available. Request
Information. Mercedes really does build a very nice car. It looks great and very comfortable and
exciting to drive. I loved driving it on the winding hilly roads with the top down, if your a
convertible fan then this is the car for you. It kept me nice and dry during the winter months and
the heated and ventilated seats are awesome. Performance wise with the sp Read more. The
thing I did not like about this car is when the tire sensor came on, which meant that one or more
tires was low on air, so one has to be precise on the amount of air in the tires. It is a nice quiet
car, the engine is so quiet. There is no shimmy whats so ever that some convertibles have. The
soft top goes nicely into the trunk, this way Handles great. Very quick and responsive. Great for
day to day needs. Good trunk space, even more when top is up. Not neccessarily ideal for large
families, but great for individuals or couples. Why Use CarGurus? Don't ever call the gang at the
three-pointed star lazy; they've been rolling out new cars faster than Hot Wheels. It is the latest
in a string of Mercedes-Benz victories that will undoubtedly stretch into the next century.
Luxury is synonymous with Mercedes, and the CLK lives up to that name. Competitors such as
the Saab or Volvo C70, while less expensive, are also front-wheel drive and relatively sparsely
equipped. The CLK will appeal to people who place sports car performance and the availability
of manual transmissions secondary to comfort and convenience. Mercedes hopes to woo
buyers with a long standard equipment list featuring both luxury and safety amenities. As in all
Mercedes passenger cars, antilock brakes with brake assist and full-range Automatic Slip
Control ASR traction control come standard. Other standard features include front and side
airbags and BabySmart child-detection protection for the front passenger seat. Optional is the
Electronic Stability Program ESP , which reduces understeer and oversteer by applying braking
force to the wheel that needs it. All of these enhancements don't come cheap. But from a
driving standpoint, the car doesn't lose much in the way of handling. Both the Coupe and
Convertible are powered by the same 3. Mercedes asserts that the Cabriolet goes from mph in 7.
The coupe also receives a 4. Unfortunately, the convertible will not see such an enhancement
unless buyers start screaming for more power. Getting the convertible top from up to down and
vice-versa is not quite as simple as we had expected. A latch must be turned and then the front
of the roof must be forced up or down, depending on whether you're putting it up or taking it
down. With that task done, simply push a button and the mechanical motors take over, opening
the trunk and folding the top. The drive is what really counts, and the CLK does not disappoint.
Straight-line acceleration is wonderful. The car feels well balanced in turns, but a little heavy. It
drives more like a sedan than sports car: surefooted and steady rather than agile and quick. In
any case, it's a beautiful car. So who, exactly, is going to buy the CLKs? Speed demons itching
for more power will grab the version, and well-to-do empty nesters in search of a fun-to-drive
sporty convertible will line up around the block to buy the CLK Cabriolet. It's a fun-to-drive
convertible with an all-season roof, it's powerful, it's safe and it's coddling all at once. Yes,
these cars are going to fly. Mineral Green exterior paint and an oyster-toned interior may not be
the most popular color combination in the automotive world, but it fits right in with the lush
landscape of Washington state, which was where we found ourselves driving the latest
passenger car from Mercedes-Benz. These mint-cool summer colors were only made cooler by
the new car's remarkable ventilation system: the convertible top of the Mercedes-Benz CLK
Cabriolet. Competitors such as the Saab or Volvo C70, while less expensive, but are front-wheel
drive and relatively sparsely equipped. The BMW i or M3 convertibles are the CLK's closest

competitors, but the CLK appeals to people who place sports car performance and the
availability of manual transmissions secondary to comfort and convenience. We'll start with the
luxuries. Cruise control? Heated windshield washing system? Rear foglamp? Well, you get the
point. Also standard are such "extras" as an integrated garage door opener, an outside
temperature display, remote keyless entry, power everything, and a lot more which we'll talk
about in due time. Burl walnut trim covers the center console and adds elegance to both the
dash and doors. A "new generation" fiber-optic radio including a keypad for the optional cellular
phone , complete with an amazing seven-speaker Bose sound system, means that music can be
heard while driving at any speed with the top down. In addition, dual-zone climate controls are
standard, theoretically allowing both front-seat occupants to set their own temperature. We say
"theoretically" only because the climate control system is probably more effective with the top
up. Top up, the CLK Cabriolet could almost be mistaken for a coupe. The car has a slick. From
inside, the roof looks like any other car roof, save for the small rear window that doesn't offer
what we'd call superior visibility. But what impressed us most is the car's airtight seal. Slam the
door while inside, and you feel like you're in a hermetic chamber. The top is made of three
layers of material that help eliminate sound and keep the interior well insulated. Top down, the
car maintains an isolated pocket of air in the cabin, making conversation possible at normal
speaking levels. And, if even the slightest bit of wind annoys you, a three-piece wind deflector
can be installed to cover the rear seats and further eliminate wind noise and buffeting. Then
again, if wind annoys anyone that much, why buy a convertible? Trunk volume is 9. Top down,
trunk space drops to 5. Getting the top up and down is not quite as simple as we expected. Not
quite the perfect automatic system of the Mercedes SLK or Jaguar XK series convertibles, but at
least you never need to exit the car. But who would ever want to exit such a comfortable ride?
Plush leather seats are both attractive and supportive, equipped with ten-way power
adjustments, three-position memory and forward-tilting headrests. The seats offer plenty of
legroom for tall people, and the steering wheel telescopes to fit most driving positions.
Backseat passengers may not appreciate the front seat travel quite as much. On the plus side,
the front seats slide out of the way for easy entry. On the down side, rear seating provides a
scant 31 inches of legroom; good enough for short trips to the theatre, but not recommended
for extended drives. Mercedes cars are as safe as they are luxurious. The CLK Cabriolet was
built to be as sound as its hardtop sibling, thanks to a number of structural and added safety
features. First, the A-pillars and header were reinforced for rollover protection. The doors and
B-pillars have also been reinforced for both structural rigidity and passenger protection. Rear
roll bars are also an added feature, mounted on a reinforced rear bulkhead. The roll bars
automatically pop up in three-tenths of a second if the car detects an imminent rollover
situation. It's not the sort of feature you ever want to use, but it's nice to know it's there. The 3.
The V6 uses a complex two-stage intake manifold, which makes excellent use of power across
the engine's range. Low range is improved due to the long-intake design, and bypass valves
increase power and efficiency at higher speeds. Too bad the engine is so completely covered
up with black plastic; it's not every car that comes with two spark plugs per cylinder. The CLK
coupe will receive a 4. Generally, Mercedes buyers are looking for something other than pure
performance, but we'd love a CLK Cabriolet with a manual gearbox, just to see the look on the
BMW M3 product planner's face. It drives more like a sedan than a sports car: surefooted and
steady rather than agile and quick. Power-assisted recirculating-ball steering proves accurate,
but there's not a lot of feedback from the road; again, that can be a good thing. Handling is not
disrupted by the occasional bump in the road. We were duly impressed with the car's Both are
rear-wheel drive, and both feature that distinctive front fascia with chrome grille and four large,
oval high and low beam headlights. That's probably where the similarities end, because the CLK
Cabriolet does not offer the GTR's cylinder horsepower engine, nor is it priced at one million
dollars. However, the sporty relationship does not go unnoticed. Instead of the GTR's six-speed
manual sequential shifter technology, the CLK Cabriolet is equipped with Mercedes' five-speed
driver-adaptive automatic transmission. This computer-controlled transmission avoids
excessive shifting on uphill climbs, and uses engine braking on downhill descents. The result is
a seamless flow of available power from one gear to the next. So who, exactly, is going to buy
this car? Translation: well-to-do empty nesters in search of a sporty convertible will line up
around the block to buy the CLK Cabriolet. An equal number of men and women are expected to
find the CLK appealing, and why not? It's a fun-to-drive convertible with an all-season roof; it's
powerful, safe and coddling all at once. Then again, the Pacific Northwest does have its rainy
season, and the CLK coupe is due out this fall. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands
of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to
help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply
research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive

database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Mercedes-Benz CLK-Class. Is it better to lease
or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And
from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments,
pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a
less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to
drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. The Cabriolet top isn't fully automatic, no
manual transmission. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds'
Expert Review. Vehicle overview. These guys are still on a roll. Last year, Mercedes introduced
an all-new sport coupe that is an amalgamation of C- and SLK-Class technologies, available this
year with a larger engine in the CLK model, and now they're rolling out the CLK Cabriolet, a
convertible version of the fabulous little car. Read more. Write a review See all 35 reviews. It
was probably the best vehicle I have ever had the pleasure of owning. The Benz has a timeless
look to it. It's classic and it's sleek. Don't buy this car if you don't like having an audience watch
you drive because this vehicle truly is an eye catcher. Performance wise, I was blown away from
the moment I test drove it. The car is fast and powerful. It shifts smoothly and drives strong.
There was not one mechanical flaw the entire time I owned it. It was easily the most comfortable
car I've ever sat in too! And the technology was great for a ' I wish I never sold my Mercedes!
Read less. Bought this car as a used Starmark auto the year it came out and having driven it for
10 years now I have had almost zero repairs other than standard maintenance. Recently my car
was hit hard by another car right at the drivers door and both the car and I were just fine-not the
same with their car. This car is a tank that is light on its feet, beautiful to drive and look at and it
has performed beyond expectation. Only drawback are the upkeep on the low profile front tires
which require changing often. I picked up my '99 CLK for a song The interior is flawless, leather
seats show no wear and tear whatsoever. Power to spare, which is very evident when pulling
onto an interstate vs my prior car, a V6 Accord. However, the Accord's ride was far better, the
trade-off of a drivers' car. It is, however, much quieter and despite being 9 years older, feels
more solid and well-built it's German-built, mine has AMG trim than the Accord. Now the rest of
the story--it's a salvage car, was in an accident that took out the drivers' side front fender and
bumper. Was repaired and cannot tell it was ever touched, no consequences are evident. I
bought this car about a year and a half ago and have loved driving it. It is a great strong car that
always has a little more power when you need it. It is a solid car that continues to impress me.
Things do break on the car but it seems to have a backup for everything. The sunroof
sometimes stops but pressing the button in a different direction makes it work, then works later
just fine. I also had a crankshaft sensor malfunction but was less than dollars to fix. So far great
luck with the car and it still looks brand new. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See
full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 1 reviews.
Sponsored cars related to the CLK-Class. Sign Up. Cadillac hasn't remodeled the Eldorado
since ' However, none of this means there isn't room for an artfully designed, well-executed,
reasonably priced well, relatively reasonably priced , luxury performance coupe to fill what
appears to be an obvious void. Introduced as a '98 model, the CLK represents more than a
two-door version of the previous-generation C-Class sedan: It was designed as a coupe from
the get-go. Furthermore, the CLK offers adequate head- and legroom for real adults, not like
Jag's hyper-elegant, but admittedly cramped XK8. In spite of the CLK's steeply raked rear
window, there is indeed passable room for people over the age of 11, along with a large,
well-shaped trunk. The 3. A CLK cabriolet model joined the lineup at the same time. When you
go for the V-8 version, you also get a more-aggressive rocker panel treatment, a great looking
set of in. AMG alloy wheels, and more performance-oriented tires to go with them. Our CLK had
many strong suits, but its strongest may be high-speed cruising. At 80 mph not that we'd ever
drive at that speed on a public road, mind you , this thing is just warmin' up. At , it hunkers
down and asks for more. At a buck twenty, you finally figure out that you're really rolling and
that its high-speed stability is exceptional. Wind noise is commendably low, communication
with the road is excellent, and the five-speed transmission will still deliver a downshift at well
over for some pretty impressive passing ability. Our CLK's interior was handsome to look at
and beautifully finished. A few soft-hiney'd staffers complained about Mercedes' orthopedically
firm seats, but those of us who put long miles on this car loved the ability to drive in a day,
suffering no leg or lumbar discomfort upon arrival. Sometimes it did, sometimes it didn't,
requiring that you flip the seatback forward again to cycle the action. Still, though, a neat
feature, and the miscue was only occasional. There's more than adequate trunk space, though
we wish the CD changer weren't mounted there. Other cabin-related complaints surrounded the

HVAC system's refusal to let you select any "combination of air" you wanted among the
defroster, dash, and floor vents. Instead, you can select only certain combinations and must
scroll through them to get to the one you want. The interior's wood, leather, and chrome
accoutrements, however, befit a more expensive-looking machine. There's little to argue about
in terms of the CLK's powertrain. The all-alloy V-8 idles like an expensive daycruiser, burbling
and gurgling as revs rise and fall. There's certainly no shortage of power, and it performs as
well as anything against which it's likely to compete. Staffers' opinions were split on the
five-speed automatic transmission; some felt it wasn't always in the right gear at the right
time-usually one gear too high-though that should be addressed in the current-year CLK you're
likely to buy, as Mercedes has added its TouchShift system and revised programming. The
steering is pleasantly quick, though a few felt it on the heavy side. We had just one mechanical
issue with our long termer: a schizoid fuel gauge that would happily read half, even on a full
pontiac g6 headlight wiring diagram
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tank. Both fuel level sensors were replaced under warranty. That's it, no other repairs or
problems, period. When it went back to Mercedes-Benz, this car was as tight, crisp, and
rattle-free as the day we got it. Our CLK came and went too quickly, as it was a favorite choice
for long trips, a zip through the canyon, and date nights out. It always drew admiring looks and
comments, proved virtually trouble-free, and the entire CLK lineup is holding its value well.
Compared to any other premium-brand V-8 coupe, the CLK is a relative bargain. Mercedes'
plans for a new C-based coupe are still a few years off, and we hear all variants will be
Vpowered. Too bad, as the delicious thrum, elegant look, and utterly satisfying driving
characteristics of the current CLK V-8 will be hard to beat. This year, the TeleAid hardware was
upgraded, as was the infrared SmartKey system. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend.
Matt Stone writer Kevin Wing photographer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

